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Of the various lattices which can be used, there are two classes 

hich ar~ of pa ticul r intere t. To the first cl ss belong latticesr the 

elements of hich are spheres of uranium or short cylinders of uranium of about 

e ual hei,ht an aia.meter or othor such for!llS which ore or less resemble 

sphere • .o the second cla ~ belonG lattices ioh are co pose of ro s 

of urW1ium, for instance, ylinders or square s' aped rods . Of' the lattices 

balongin · to the first class, there are two types of lattices ldch are 

par"ticularl si ple, namel.Y· the three possible close-packed lattices on 

the one han , and the si. ple cubic f ttice on th other. or the lattices 

belongin to the econd olasr.;, there are again t ·;o types which are particular-

ly sjmple, one nich had tri onal an one which haa hex ;onal geo etry . 

F~ ure 16 shows a graphite column 161 , containing a strin 

of shor~ cylinders of uranium c rbide, 162, • 163 • 164 , 166 • 

By pl cing a number o!' such gra.phi te colunns side by side, standing in a 

vertical position, one obtains a cubic lattice of uranium carbide cy1inaers . 

The square shaped graphite rod 161 has a circular bore in its center 

ana cylindric 1 6raphita rods 167 • 168 • 169 , 110 , and 

171 alternate with the above-mentioned short uranium carbide cylinders 

in this bore . A coo 1 in6 a5ent, t'or instance liquid bismuth, flows throuzh 

the braphi~e column in the ciuct 172 and a certain fraction of this flow 

enters through t.l-te duct 173 , the •raphi te rod 169 About half of 

this qt·anti ty .flows t. rcug the uraniur.l carbide cylinders 164 an 166 

and the channel 174 to the. duct 17o ·hich asses downward through 

the ~ra.phite column 161 The rest flows through ~1-te uranium ca bi e 
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cylinders 163 and 162 and enters ~ ugh the channel 176 into the 

duot 175 

This typo of 1' o sh· 11 all p rall 1 flo ~~a in the particular 

sections of th lattice · .:ch are shu m in the dra in0 , t;r.o lattice el menta 

r in series . e numba · of lattic elemonts hich are in series my be 

di~ferent ~n dif4aront arts of ~n~ lattic • ~eur tho center of tho 

~;;r p it or~he noutro 1 density is la~·o st, we ay have onl • fa1 lattice 

elen:ents in sorios or perhaps all lattice ole enta in parallel. Towards the 

pe.iphery o. the raphite structure, howovar, 1h re the neutron aensity is 

lowest, a larber number of lattice olcuents nu· be connected in series . In 

this manner te 
.,. ay, 1.._ rish, '1avo approximately the same ri a in temper ture 

in nc cool1ng ager.t whic~1 passes from one uct 172 to the other uct 175 

in s~i e of t e fact that · .. . •ty neu~ron ons1 , an accor ingly the heat pro-

uction, aiffers greatly be~·een the cent r of the graphite structure an 

the periphery . 

Figure 15 s.,o ·s ho a vertical -raphi te colu.lllil is built from 

several sections . In Figure lc6 161 is the square shaped graphite rod 

shown in i6ure 17 and 177 is another squ re sh ped graphite ro \l.:hich 

:s joine to the f'oroer in the !'l.O.nner s wwn in the figure . A groun sur-

face of conical s ape forms the eal for the cooling at: nt ilicL flo s through 

t.e ucts 172 and 175 • 

~i ure 16a uho .s in wh t mar1ner a cubic 1 ttice is built from uch 

s uare h ed ro s. . .ich, like 161 , have e0u 1 ___ (t) 

Fi ure 16b sno s in •. at anner a close-packe 1attic~ may be built 

·p from graph· ta rods for hioh the ratio of the two sides is f3t 2. These 

two figures, 6a nd l6b, m-y e understood wit out further explanation if 
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viewea in conjunction with Fi~ure 16• 

Figure 16c shows a cross- aection an~ a side view of the uranium car -

bide plugs number in Figure 16 . Section A ' in Figure 16c shows the 

slits '\.n which the liquid cooling agent can flow through the uranium carbiae 

plug . 

Carbide .Rods--Di Cooling .-- Figure 17 sho a a squa1 s~Rpea graphite 

rod 178 • hich fon1s part or tne vertical graphite colu.'!lll that goes through 

the whole grarhi te por;er un · t . A circular bore in the center of t."le square 

graphite rod contains cylinarioal rods or uranium carbide 179 • 180. • 181 

132 anc. 163 , etc . These pieces of urani~ carbide are p1 1 ed up one on 

top of the other ana a gregate into a lonz cylinarica.l rod of .uranium carbide 

going throut;h the whole length of the graphite structure . ~ach of the sections 

179 , 180· , etc ., has a shape similar to the (cross) section AA' in 

Figure 16c . The sections 17: ~~d 180 arc sppareted by a ring of ure~ium 

carbide 184 and sL~larly. sections 182 and 183 are s~p~rated by such 

a ring 185 The coolin., agent flowir.e; oownwards in duct 186 passes through 

the channel 187 into the J.nterior of' ti:e ring 184 and about half of the 

amount entering into the rinG 184 passes throut;h tne slits in 180 , 181 

and 182 into the interic!" of tho rinh 18b. J?rom here t...~s coolin • a0 ent goes 

throuGh the channel 188 into the duct 189. 

Thl., arran ement repL·esents a,_;ain parallel flo • 

uranium carbide roo between 2 adjacent rin0 s 187 and 188 

The lengt~ of the 

, ill be smaller 

towards the center of tho c;raL hi te structure and larger to1':r~rds the periphery 

of the power unit as discussed above in conjunction with Figure 16 . 



A number of square-shaped c;rap"li te bricks 178 placed 

side by side in the manner shown in Fi ure 16a "11 •orm a tetragonal 1 ttioe 

of uraniUI!t carbide rod" . If a ··raohite brick of a . l ir; .lvly different shape 

is usan nu placed side by si e in the manner illustrated in i ure 16b. w 

obtain a tri0 onal lattice of cylindrical uranium carbide rod • 

hetal , Ser.:es Flow. --Figure _o shows an ex ple itt which the lattice 

is built of uraniu:. metal rods . An element of th lattice i shewn in the Figure . 

401 is part of a graphite column which contains a cylindrical rod 402 

of uranium metal which is su!"rounae by a. t in steel tube 403, contained in 

a cylinorical bore in tha gra-hite colt~n 401 , l~avin~ an annul r ap 404 

between the gra.phi te a.n the steel tube . This cylindrical uran.iur.:~ rod is 

hollow but no coo~ing agent is P. ssed throush the hollow space in the axis 

of the rod . The coolin<.;> a:;ent flo s in the uovmward direction through the 

whole length of the entire graphite structu e in the nul r gap 404 . 

Fi&urel4 shows in what ma~~er ·o adjacent sections or the raphite column re 

joined together . In Fi6ure 14, 401 . is the lower graphite brick and 4:05 is 

the adjacent brick, ~hich are joino<.i tol;)ethor to form part of the vertical 

t;raphi te colurru.'l wnich goes throubh the entj re ;raphite structure. 

Fibure 41 shows en exanple wh re tla lnttic element is formed by 

an g~re&ate or 3 urru1ium ~etal ro s . Jhis agbregate forms an approximately 

triangularly- shaped rod whioh represe~ts the lattice element . Tho 3 uranium 

rods 406 ' 407 anu 408 re covered by ~hin oteel tubes, ne of which 

is designateu by 409 we cooling a'"'e1 t pusses ao mward in the spr..c 

410 insiae tr.e circular bore in the gra hi w brick 401 
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sho s ana ther example for en a • ·regate in hich 7 uranium rods together 

form one lattice elament . In Fi~ur 2 e have 7 such rod~ pl «!ed in a 

c lin ri nl bore f the graphi t brio 401 The cooling liquid passes 

along this ur niurn ab~re&at in the apse • ich is left free within the 

cylinarical bore in the vertical graphite column. 

J.<,i.;ure •13 shows another example in '·h.:.ch there are 4 u.r·anium rods , 

(each within u tnin stuel tube) pl c a wi t..hin a cylindrical bore in t.~e 

graphite br~ok 401 411 is a steel p1a:te hich erve~ to holu the 4 

uraniun· rods shown in Figure 43 in pas.: tion . That frantion of the cooling 

~ent which flo.s within t .. e uranium rou <>brebate proper is deflecte<.i by 

the steel plate 411 and united with the main flow of the cooling agent 

which passes between the steel plate 411 

bore in tho rra..hite colur.m. 

nc. "t:le surface of tne cylindrical 

Uranium metal r~u 33. 331 

is a square r1a.ped graphite rick nth a cylincrical bore i. the center . A 

ura.niwn rod 333 covered by a thin- ullcd steel tube, 33~ 
0 0CS throu,;h 

tha bore in t e center or the i:P"r<.f11i to brick 331 leavin.; ur. annular· space 

335 i~ree for tne flo'i: of t.he coolin~ a;ont . 332 . is ur. t."ler s .uare sl: ped 

g aphit.e brick hich forms .:;o_ t;_fn Jith 231 p rt of a artie 1 ra!Jhite column 

which goes through the ent1re File structure . ?h~ cooling abent novos in th 

aovmwara directio in the auct to 336 . It ent~:::rs 1;l.e annvl r space 335 through 

the chan.'1c 1 3 'l fror:J. .hero nbout hulf flews up>Jard am '1al f flo s downward. 

in the annular gap surroundin the cyl:inc.rictd uaaniurn rod 333 Tho oool-

in~ ar;ent ·hich has bean in thermal contact ·lith the uranium l"O 333 is 
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collected in the duct 338 in which it passes through the pile in the 

downward direction. 

Another similar arrangement in which the uranium rod is composed 

of a number of sections which are joined together in the san1e place in 

which the sections of the graphite column are joined together is shown in 

Fig . 30 . 301 and .'02 are adjacent ~raph·te bricks in the vertical 

graphite colurm. 305 is the annular gap surrounding the uranium rod 303. 

304 is a thin steel tube which covers the uranium rod 303. The cooling 

agent enters frorc the duct 306 into the annular space surrounding the 

~~o sections of the uranium rod which are shown in the figure through 

the channels 307 and 308 . 309 and 310 -are steel disks which center 

the uranium rods in the bore in the graphite column. Channels in these 

steel disks, like for instance the channel 311, permits a draina~e of 

the cooling agent in case a liquid cooling a6ent is used. Otherwisd, 

the sa~e applies ~o the construction shovn1 in Fig . 30 as applies to the 

construction in Fi~. 33. ' 

The construction shown in Fig. 32 is very similar to the construc

tion shown in Fig. 30, the only difference being that instead of a solid 

uranium rod, we have here a hollow uranium rod, the inner wall of which 

is covered by a thin-walled steel tube, and the cooling agent flo·ws both 

through the annular gap outside and the steel tube inside the uranium 

rod. 

Fig. 31 dirfers rrom the previous figures 32 and 33 only in as 

much as1!13 have here an aggregate of uranium roa inside thin steel tubes and 

these abgregates which have the contour of a cylindrical rod form the 

lattice element in place or a single massive uranium rod shown in the 

previous figures . 
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Of the various lattices whic11. can be used , there are tvo classes 

w'"lich are of narticular interest . · ~attices , the elements 

of wlJ.ich are snheres of uranium or short cylinders of uranium of about 

equal height and dia.Jneter or other sucl). forms wb:i.ch more oz less re -
} - l?r "l. < . .-

semble spheres . cor the lattices' ~~ments ' t.l.ere are 
' / r "'·~ _. . 

f 

two types of lattices w11ic11 are particularly si::nple , namely 

tlle t 11r ee pos si bl e close - uacked lattices on the 
I 

cubic lattice on the otlie~ . ~ / "' Si'11Dle 
(_ "' 1 rl _, ~ ~" 1' / 

one hano , and the 
·' / .)-

£(..-....,~ -tJ/ , 
Fiaure 16 show1s a 1P"rsphi te column 161 , 

~ / A l·u 
contaihin~ a string 

of short cylinders of uranium carbide, 162 , 163 , 164 , 166 . By placing 

a number of such grauhite columns side by side , standing in ti .. ~ a ver cal 

position , one obtains a cubic lattice of uraniur1 carbide cylinders . 

The square shaped graphite rod 161 has a circular bore in its center 
c ( 1. ' 1 • 

and e::E: ettlar-- o·raphi te rods 167 , 168 , 169 , 170 and 171 al terna t~ 

with the above - mentioned short uranium carbide cylinders in this 
{)-

bore . ~ cooling arent , for instance liquid bismuth , flows through 
(../'~..,._ 

the graphite colu.rnn throtl:gh: the duct 172 and a certain fraction of 
I' 

this flow penters through the duct 173 , the graphite rod 169 . About 

half of this quantity flows through the uranium carbide cylinders 
/,.-

164 and 166 and the channel 174 thr~gh the duct 175 which passes 
~ ~ ' ,~ 

dovmward through the granhi te co l.umn 16/:.. .tnoi;horwi....,...f flo·ws through 

uranium cBrbide cylinders 163 and 162 and enters through the channel 

176 into t1- e duct 170 'lhi s type of flow we shall call parallel 
in the f''" r1- ~' ~~ 

flow and/sections ahown in the drawin~ , two lattice elements are in 
\ ~~ I ( , t ~ . . " Zt f (' / •• :l 

series . The number of lattice elements which are in series may be 

c..,.-' ' (/-... rt.~ J ~ 

~n~~~ 
r I • 't .. 

/ 
L .( t(! () 

j ~ 

~(. 
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different in different narts of the lattice. 

Near t~e center of the ~ranhite where the neutron densi t y is 

larp-est , we na have only few lattice elements in series or per'laps 

all lattice elements in parallel . , Towards t lJ.e perinhery of the 

tJ--< 
P"ranlJ.ite structure , owever, where neutron density i.s lowest , a 

lar~er number of lattice elements may be connected in series . In 

this manner we may , if we wish , have anproximately the same rise in 

te'11perature in the cooling ae·ent w11ich passe s f rom one duct 172 

to the ot~er duct 175, in spite oft~ t hat t he neutron density, 

and accor dingl y the heat p roduc tion, r £\ g r ea tl y between the 

center of t he graphite structure and t he pe riphery . 

Figure 15 shows how a vertical ~ran'lite colwnn is built 

t-egetl:to-i' from several sections. I'n Figure 15, 1 61 is the square
rod 

shaned gr anhi te/slJ.ov'ITI in figure 17 and 177 is another square-shaped 

graplJ.i te rod w'lich is ,joined to t he former in t he manner shpwn in 

1: ~ :l /.../. ./ f-trr i..L. _.1 

t he figure . A ground surfa ce of c oni c al shap r se a~ ~oo lng 

~ent which flows t h r ough the ducts 1 72 and 175 . 

Figure l6a shows in what manner a cubic lattice is built ~ ~ 
~ ~·t...- ~ t'71'r? J.. tJ (" ( 

.,ed:' s quare - s haped rods. /-fr/ . --c,...~. ~~ t t,..l \.(;_ ... p~' 
1 6 

I J 1 .e 

Figure 16b shows in what manne r a close- packed lattice may 

be built up from p raphite rods for which t he ratio of t he two si de s 

is Vj: .2. • 'Er'lese t wo figures , l6a and 16b , may be understood without 

further explanation if viewed in conjunction with fi gure 16 . 
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Figure ~c shows a cross - section and a side view of the 

urani ~ carbide nlugs in Figure 16 . Section AA in Figure l6c shows 

t~e slits in whic11 the liquid cooling agent can flow through the 

uranium carbide plug.[Fi~ure 17 shows a square shaned graphite rod 

178 w'1ic~ forms part of the vertical grap~1i te column that r-;oes throug,h 

the whole p-.rap'1i te e-truc-tur-e which forms the- chai-n-reacting pile . 

A circular bore in the center of the square graphite rod contains 

cylindrical rods of uranimn carbide 179 , 180, 181 , 182 and 183 , etc . 

These pieces of uranium carbide are piled up one on top of the other 

and aggregate into a long cylindrical rod of uranium carbide going 

through the whole length of the granhite structure . bach of the 

sections 179, 180 , etc . , has a shape s im:ilar to the (eros s) section 

AA in Figure 16c . The sections 179 and 180 are separated by a ring 

of uranimn carbide 184 and similarly , sections lR2 and 183 are 
1)-1--

separated by1 a ring 185. The l:iqa:id cooling agent flowing downwards 

in duct 186 passes through the channel 187 into the interior of the 

ring 184 and about half of the amount entering into the ring 184 

passes t1rough the slits in 180 , 181 and 182 into the interior of 

the ring 185 . From here the cooling agent goes throue-)1. the 

channel 188 into the duct 189 . 

~1is arrangement represents again parallel flow . The length 

of the uranimn carbide rod between 2 adjacent r ings 187 and 188 

will be smaller towards the center of the granhite structure and 
' t /J - , . , ... I l t • . 

larger towards the peripher~ t str~~e as discussed in conjunction 

with Fie;ure 16 . v 

A number of square-shaped graphite rods.placed side by side 
L "' a as shown n Figure 16a will\~~ve/tetragonal lattice of uranium 

Gr.l 
· i 
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carbide rods . Tf ~ ~rap ite r.~ of a sli~~tly different shape 
i,-,. I' .. 

is used and placed si de by side~ illustrated in Figure l6b , we 

obtain a trigonal lattice of cylindrical urani~~ carbide rods . 



Series Flow I ,. 
I 

Fi s:rur e 40 shows { ~m e l e nen t of ~ lattice Vi'l'rl:. be built 

of uranium metal rods . 401 is part of a g ro.n'1ite column which contains 

a cylindrical rod 402 of uranium metal whic11 is surrounded by a 

t hin steel tube 403 , cont~ined in a c ylindrical bore in the g raphite 

colunm 401 , l eaving an annular gap 404 betwe n the c;raphi te and the 

steel tube . This cylindricru uranium rod is hollow but no cooling 

agent is nassed through t he hollow space in the axis of the rod . 

The c ooling a gent flows in the downward direction through the whole 

leng t h of the entire graphite structure in the annular gap 404 . 

Figure ~ s h ows in wha t manner two adjacent sections of the graph ite 
II.( 

column ar e joined together . In F i gure ..4& , 401 is t he lovver graphite 

bricl{ and 405 is the adjacent brick,which are joined to ge ther to form 

part of t h e vertical g ra.phi te column which g oes t h r ou g...h t he entire 

graphi te structure . 

Figure 41 show s an e xample where t he lattice element is formed 

by an ag a- r ega te of 3 urani un1 metal rods . 'Ihi s agrrega te forms an 

approximately triangularly- shaped rod which represents t h e lattice 

element . The 3 urani un1 rod s 406 , 407 and 40"8 are co v ered by t h in 

steel tubes , one of whi ch is designated by 409 . The cooling agent 

passes downward in the space 410 inside t he circular b ore in the 

graphite brick 401 . Fi gure 42 ahows another example for an a ggr e -
;"" <'-1 • c ·--'--if!,_ L . , .... ; 

gate~ 7 uranium rod s which ,form one lattice element . In Figure 

42 we have 7 such rods placed in a cylindrical bore of the graph ite 

brick 401 . The cooling liqui d passes al ong t his urani un1 aggregate 

in t he sp a ce whic!1 is le;ft free within t he c ylindri cal bore in the 

vertical g raphite column . 
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!i'i(:l'l..lre 43 s11ows anot'1er exa-rrple in vv'liC,_l t'1ere are 4 uranium rods , 

( eacr' vri tltin a thin steel tub0 placed within a cylinrdi cal bore in 

the graphite brick 401. 411 is a~ steel plate which serves to 

hold the 4 uranium rods shmm in Figure 43 in position . That 

fraction of t,le cooling agent whiclt flows within the uranium rod 

aggregate proper is deflected by t!1e steel plate 411 and united 

with t e main flow of the cooling agent w'lich passes between the 

steel plate 411 and the surface of the cylindrical bore in the 

graphite column . 
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Fig. 50, the only difference being that instead of a solid uranium rod, we have 
~-·Mft-o 

here a hollow uranium rod, tho/wall of which is covered by a thin-walled ) 
~·tt· ,., 

steel tube, and the cooling agent flows both through the annular gapfiirlthe 

steel tube inside the uranium rod. Fig. 51 differs from the previous figures 

~I 52 and 35 only in as much as we have here an aggregate of uranium rod 

inside thin steel tubes and these t:ggregates which have the contour of a 

cylindrical rod form the lattice element in place of a single massive 

uranium rod shown in the previous figures. 
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Uranium metal rod arrangement - parallel flow 

In Fig. 33, 351 is a square shaped graphite brick with a cylindrical 

bole in the cente uranium rod 335 ~I::III'IP'R a thin-walled steel tube. 334 

goes through the bole in the center of the graphite brick 331 leaving an 

annular space 335 free for the flow of the cooling agent. 332 is another 

square shaped graphite brick which forms together with 531 part of a vertical 

graphite column which goes through the entire pile structure. The cooling 

agent move!!. in the downward direction in the duct to 336. It enters the 

annular space 335 through the channel 337 from where about half flows up-

ward and half flows downward in the annular gap surrounding the cylindrical 
~ .([ <~ /~ # 

uranium rod 35S. The cooling agent which ----
u,/£,~" t. 

uranium rod 333 is in the duct 338 in which it passes through the pile 

in the downward direction. 

Another similar arrangement in which the uranium rod is composed of a 
f'.., 

~~~· of sections which are joined ~treat.., together in the same place in 

which the sections of the graphite column are joined together 9 shown in 

Fig. 50. 301 and 302 are adjacent graphite bricks in the vertical graphite 

column. 305 is the annular gap surrounding the uranium rod 303. 304 is 

a thin steel tube which covers the uranium rod 303. The cooling ~ent enters 

from the duct 306 into the annular space surrounding the two sections of the 

k' r 

uranium rod which are shown in the ~. through the channels 307 and 508. 

309, and 310 are steel disks which center the uranium rods in the '88ttbal bol'e 

(..;'2-t... 
.. C:89 graphite column. Channels in these steel disks/ like for instance~ 

the channel 511, permits a drainage of the cooling agent in case a liquid 

cooling agent is used. Otherwise, the same applies to the construction 

shown in Fig. 30 as applies to the construction sho'vn in Fig~he 
construction shown in Fig. 32 is very similar to the construction shown in 
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the a..TJ.nular gap betw en the Al tubes (3) and the Al-oovered uranium rod {1). 

In order to have a potentially chain reacting system, it is necessary to have 

the gap l'fhich is filled with water rather small, but if the uranium rod has a 

diameter of about 3 c and if the gap is about 1 mm and if water is flowing 

throut;h the gap, we still have a potentially chain reacting lattice. 

Figure 4 shows a somewhat different cooling system. In figure 4, (1) 
I 

is a cylindrical uranium rod which forms the lattice element. An Al tube (2) 

is in thermal contact with the uranium, and water flows through this Al tube. 

(3), is anAl coating which covers the outside of the cylindrical uranium 

rod and (4) is the graphite into which a lattice of such uranium rods is em-

bed ed. 

If liquid Bi is used as a coolin~ agent in a system described by figure 

3 or figure 4, steel coatings or steel tubes have tc be used in place of Al coat-

ings or Al tubes. The steel coatings or steel tubes will not prevent the chain 

reaction, but in order to keep the losses sufficiently low, it is advisable to 

cover the wall thickness of the steel tubes or steel coatings down to about 1% 

of the diameter of the uranium rod. In the examples given in figures 

such steel coated uranium rods are drawno 

If liquid Bi is used as a coolinc agent it may be allowed to be in di-

rect touch with the graphite and need not have a closed circulation but may have 

a gravity flow of liquid Bi through the chain reaction pile. Uranium metal must 

not be used in direct contact wi tb 131 tt..'t Yranium carbide may be used in that 

manner. 
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Arrangement Class lC 

' tal, Series Flow~ (gravity flow) --Figur 40 shows 

an example ~n which the lattice is built of uranium metal 

rods . An element of the lattlce is shown in the Figure . 

401 is part of a graphite column which contains a cylind

rical rod 02 of uranium metal which is surrounded by a 

thin steel tube 403, contained in a cylindrical bore in 

the graphite column 401, leaving an annular gap 404 be

tween the graphite and the steel tube . This cylindrical 

uranium rod is hollow but nq c.ooling agent is passed 

through the hollow space in the axis of the rod . The 

cooling agent flows in the downward direction through 

the whole length of the entire graphite structure in 

the annular gap 404 . Figure 14 shows in what manner two 

adjacent sections of the graphite column are joined to

o·ather . In Figure 14, 401 is the lower graphite brick 

and 405 is the adjacent brick, which are joined together 

to form part of the vertical graphite column which goes 

through the entire graphite structure . 

Figure 41 shows an example where the lattice element 

is formed by an aggregate of 3 uranium metal rods. This 

aggregate forms an anproximately tri~1gularly-shaped rod 

which represents the lattice element . The 3 uranium rods 

406 , 407, and 406 are covered by thin steel tubes, one 

of which is designated by 409 . The cooling agent passes 

downward in the space 410 inside the circular bore in 

the graphite brick 401 . Figure 42 shows another example 

for an aggregate in which 7 uranium rods together form 

one lattice element . In Figure 42 we have 7 such rods 
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placed in a cylindrical bore of the graphite brick 401 . 

The cooling liquid pa2ses along this uranium aggr gate 

in the pac vhich is 1 ft fr c within the cylindrical 

bore n the vertical graphite column . 

Ficure 43 shows another dXa~ple in hich there are 

4 uranium rods, (each ;;lthln a thin steel tube) placed 

within a c lindrical bore in the graphite brick 401 . 

411 is a steel plate hlch serves to hold the 4 uranium 

rods shown in Figure 43 in position . That fraction of 

the coolin agent which flows within the uranium rod 

aggregate proper is deflected by the steel plate 411 and 

united with the main flow of the cooling agent which 

passes bet een the steel plate 411 and the surface or th 

cylindrical bore in the graphite column. 

Figure 45 shows how one may assemble a lattice hav• 

ing lattice element as tho ,e shown in Fit;ure 40, in a 

manner which permits the removal of the uraniun1 rod 402 

of Figure 40 from the gra hite structure . In Figure 45, 

(1), (2), (3), (4), and (5) are adjacent squar gr phite 

columns arran ed in a vertical position . Uranium rods 

402 form a lattice which has a tetragonal symmetry. A 

liquid Bi-Pb alloy flows from the pip& (10), (11), and 

(12) into the steel cylinders (13), {14) and (15) r~upec• 

tively . These steel cylinders communicate with the 

steel cylinders (16), (17) and (18) and the Bi-Pb alloy 

will have a certain level in the cylinders (13) to (18) 

and will flow under the action of gravity into th gaps 

404 between the uranium rods 402 and the graphite. 

Bi-Pb alloy flows alone the surface of the uranium rod 

through the ·hole structure and is collected in the 
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bottom, ocs t rough a heat exchanger and is pumped 

back to the top of the scructure . The steel rods (19) 

are attac cd to the urani rods 402 and the uranium 

rods can b pul d out of the structure by means of 

the steel rods . 

Uranium met rod arrangement -- parallel flow . In 

Figure 33, 331 is a square sh ped raphite brick with 

a cylindrical bore in the center. A uranium rod 333 

covered by thin alled steel tube, 334 goes through 

the bore in the center or tho eraphite brick, 1 eving 

an annular space 335 free for the flow of the cooling 

agent . 332 is another square shaped graphite brick 

which forms together with 331 part of a vertical gra

phite column hich goes through the entire pile struc

tur • The cooling agent moves in the downward direc

tion in the duct to 336. It enters the annular space 

335 through the channel 337 from where about half flows 

upward and half flows downward in the annular gap sur

rounding the cylindrical uranium rod 333 . The cool

ing agent which has been in thermal contact with the 

uranium rod 333 is collected in the duct 338 in which 

it passes through the pile in the downward direction . 

Another similar arrangement in which the uranium 

rod is composed of a nQ~b r of sections which are join d 

to ether in the same place in hich the sections of the 

graphite column are joined together is shown in Figure 

30 . 301 and 302 are adjacent graphite bricks in the 

vertical graphite column . 305 is the annular gap sur

rounding the uranium rod 303. 304 is a thin steel tub 



which covers the uranium rod 303 . 1be cool ng agent 

enters from the duct 306 nto the annular space sur

roundin the trw sections of th ra.nium rod hich are 

hown _n the figure through the chann ls 307 and 308 . 

309 and 310 ar steel disks whlch center the uranium 

rods in the bore in the graphite column . Channel s 

ln these st el disks , like, for instance , the channel 

311 , per~lts a drainage of the cooling agent in cas 

a liquid coolinG gent is used . Otherwise, the same 

applies to the construction shown in Figure 30 as 

applies to the constr ction in Figure 33 . 

~arbid Rods- -Bi Cooling) . Figure 17 sho s a square 

shaped graphite rod 178 which forms part of the verti

cal graphite column that goes through the whole gra

phite power unit , A circular bore in the center of 

the quare graphite rod contains cylindrical rods or 

uranium carbide 179, 180, 181, 182, and 183 , etc •• 

These pieces of uranium carbide are piled u one on top 

of t e other and negregato into a long cylindrical rod 

o uranium carbide going through the whole length of 

the ~raphite structure . ach of the sections 179, 

180, etc ., has a sha_e similar to the cross section 

AA ' in Figure 16c . The sections 179 and 180 are separ

ated by a ring of urantum carbide 184 and similarly, 

actions 182 and 183 are separated by uch a ring 185 . 

The cooling agent flo ing downward in duct 186 passes 

through the channel 187 into the interior of th ring 

184 and about half of the amount entering into the 

ring 184 passes through the slits in 180, 181 and 182 
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into the interior of the ring 185 . From here the cool

ing agent goes through the channel 188 and into the 

duct 189 . 

This arrangement represents again parallel flow . 

The 1 ngth of the uranium carbide rod between 2 ad

jacent rings 187 and 188 will be smaller towards the 

center of the graphite tructure and larger to ard 

the periphery of the power unit as discussed above in 

conjunction with Figure 16. 

A number of square-shaped graphite bricks 178 

placed side by sid in the manner shown in J.'igure 16a 

will form a tetragonal lattic of uranium carbide rods . 

If a graphite brick of a slightly different shape is 

u~ed and placed side by side in the manner illustrated 

in Figure 16b, we obtain a trigonal lattice of cylind

drical uranium carbide rods. 

Figure 16 shows a graphite column 161, containing 

a string of short cylinders of uranium carbide, 162, 163, 

164, 166 . By placing a number of such graphite columns 

side by side, standing in a vertical position, one ob

tains a cubic lattice of short uranium carbide cylinder • 

The squar shaped graphite rod 161 has circular bore 

in ita center and cylindrical graphite rods 167, 168, 

169, 170, and 171 alternate with the above- mentioned 

short uranium carbide cylinders in this bore . A cool

ing agent, for instance, liquid bismuth , flows through 

the raphite column in the duct 172 and a certain frac

tion of thb flow enter through the duct 173, the gra

phit rod 169. About half of this quantity flow through 

the uranium carbide cylinders 16 and 166 and the channel 
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174 to th duct 175 hich passes downward through th 

gr phit column 161. The rest flows throUi71 the ura

nium carbide cylinders 163 and 162 and enters through 

the channel l76 into the duct 175 . 

This type of flo we shall call parallel flo and 

in particular sect ons of the 1 ttice which are shorn 

in th dra ing, t o 1 ttice elem nts are in aerie • 

Th number of lattice elenents hich are in serie 

may be different in different parts of the 1 ttice . 

ear t e cantor of the graphite w ere the neutron den

sity is largest, ~e may have only f w attice elements 

in series or perhaps all lattice elements in parallel . 

Towards the periphery of th graphite structure, ho -

ever, where the neutron density is lowest, a 1 rger 

number of lattic elements may be connected in s ries . 

In this manner we may, if we wish, have pproximately 

the s e rise in temperature in the cooling agent which 

passes from one duct 172 to the other duct 175, in 

spite of the fact that the neutron density, and accord• 

ingly the heat production, differs greatly bet een th_ 

center of the raphite structure and th periph ry . 

Figure 15 shows how a vertical graphite column is 

built from several sectio In FiGUr 15, 161 is the 

square shap d graphite rod shown in Figure 17 and 177 

is another square shaped graphite rod which is joined 

to t e former in the manner hown in the rigure . A 

ground surface of conical shape forms the s 1 for the 

coolin agent which flows through the ducts 172 and 175 . 

Figure l6a shows in what manner a cubic lattice is 

built from uch squnre shaped rods, which, like 161 , 
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hav equal sid s . 

•'1 ure l6b shows in hat e.nn r a close-packed 

l ttice ay b built p from gra hit rods for nich 

the r tio of the two si s 3:2 . These two figures , 

16 and 6b, ay b understood tithout further ex-

pl natio if viewed in conjunction it Pigure 16. 

Pigure 16c sho s cross-section and a side , 

view of the uranium carbide plugs numbers 162-, 163 , 

164, and 166 in l<'igure 16 . Section AA' in Figure loc 

sho s th slits in hich the !qui cooling agent c n 

flow thro~ h the uranium c rbide plug . 

It is of advante.ge to surround th lattice which is 

embedded in a slo ·ine agent with a layer which is com

posed of scatterer that has low bsorption ~or ther

mal neutrons . He vy elements hich have a low absorp• 

tion, such as lead or bismuth, can be used, and bismuth 

is preferable to lead from the point of view of low neu• 

tron absorption for equal flcatterirgcross section . Gra

phite can be used as a scatterer und a layer of graphite 

about 50 c thick has a considerable effect in reducing 

the critical thickness of the lattice. Layers contain

ing one or more of such scattering elements may bo used, 

and the combination of graphite and a heavy element if 

use.d as a scattering layer acts also partially as a neu

tron and grumna ray shield . 

Such shields are necessary in order to protect per

sonnel .from the action of' these penetrating radiations . 

In order to got perfect shieldi ng, one has to use, out

side the reflector, a shield which contains elements that 

absorb thermal neutrons. A shield built of layers of 



raphite and iron is suitable; graphite and iron built 

up in altern te 1 yers r.o n a satisfactory shield 

against neutrons and g a rays, if tho eight r tio 

is out 2 to 3 in favor or iron and the thickness of 

the lRyer is adequate . 

Use of Beryllium. 

Uranium spheres surrounded ~ith a l.yer of beryllium 

or cylindrical uranium rod~ surrounded with a cylindrical 

layer of berylli,oo, may be used as lattice e:ements in a 

lattice which is embedded in graphite or heavy ater . 

Spheres of uranium metal, 5 em in diameter, urrounded 

by a 2~ em layer of b ryllium n1etal are, for instance 1 

an ex~~ple of the lattice element hich can be used in 

gra hite to be in the potentially chain reacting unit . 

An e ample for a lattice elem nt in which a cylindrical 

rod of uranium is surrounded with a layer of b ryllium 

is shown in Figure o. 
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Arrangement Class lCalpha. 

Metal, Series Flow. (gravity flow) --Figure 40 shows an example in 

which the lattice is built of uranium metal rods. An element of the lattice is 

shown in the Figure. 401 is part of a graphite column which contains a cy

lindrical rod 402 of uranium metal which is surrounded by a thin steel tube 403, 

contained in a cylindrical bore in the graphite column 401, leaving ~ annular 

gap 404 between the graphite and the steel tube. This cylindrical uranium rod 

is hollow but no cooling agent is passed through the hollow space .in the axis 

of the rod. The cooline agent flows in the downward direction through the whole 

length of the entire graphite structure in the annular gap 404. Figure 14 shows 

in what manner two adjacent sections of the graphite column are joined together. 

In Figure 14, 401 is the lower graphite brick and 405 is the adjacent brick, 

which are joined toegher to form part of the vertical graphite column which 

goes through the entire graphite structure. 

Figure 41 shows an example where the lattice element is formed by 

an aggregatej of 3 uranium metal rods. This ~ggregate forms an approximately 

triangularly-shaped rod which represents the lattice element. The 3 uranium 

rods 406, 407, and 408 are covered by thin steel tubes, one of which is designated 

by 409. The cooling agent passes downward in the space 410 inside the circu~t 

bore in the graphite brick 401. Figure 42 shows another ecample for an 

aggregate in which 7 uranium rods together form one lattice element. In Figure 42 

we have 7 such rods placed in a cylindrical bore of the graphite brick 40la 

The cooling liquid passes along this uranium aggregate in the space which is 

left free within the cylindrical bore in the vertical graphite column. 

Figure 43 shows another example in which there are 4 uranium rods, 

(each within a thin steel tube) placed within a cylindrical bore in the 

graphite brick 401. 411 is a steel plate which werves to hold the 4 uranium 



rods shown in Figure 43 in position. That fraction of the cooling agent which 

flows within the uranium rod agl regate proper is deflected by the steel plate 

411 and united with the main flow of the cooling agent which passes between 

the steel plate 411 and the surface of the cylindrical bore in the graphite 

column. 

Figure 45 shows how one may assemble a lattice having lattice elements 

as those shown in Figure 40• In a mam1er which permits the removal of the 

uranium rod 402 of Figure 40 from the graphite structure. In Figure 45. (1), 

(2), (3), (4), and (5) are adjacent square graphite columns arranged in a 

vertical po~ition. Uranium rds 402 form a lattice whichhas a tetragonal 

symmetry. A liquid Bi-Pb alloy flows from the pipe (10), (11), and (12) 

into the steel cylinders (13), (14) and (15) respectively. These steel 

cylinders communicate with the steel cylinders (16), (17) and (18) and the 

Bi-Pb alloy will have a certain level in the cylinders (13) to (18+ and will 

flow under the action of agrvity into the gaps 404 between the uranium rods 

402 and the graphi+~. Bi-Pb alloy flows along the surface of the uranium rod 

through the whole structure and is collected in the bottom, goes through a heat 

exchanger and is pumped b~ck to the top of the structure. The steel rods 

(19) are attached to the uranium rods 402 and the uranium rods can be pulled 

out of the structure be means of the steel rods. 



Ur~nium metal r~d arr~ngemt -- par~llel flow. --In Figure 33, 331 is a 

square shaped graphite brick with a cylindrical bore in the center. A ur~nium 

rod 333 covered by a thin-walled steel tube, 334 goes through the bore in the 

center of the grahp.te brick, leaving an annular space 335 free for the flow 

of the cooling agent. 332 is another square shaped graphite brick which 

forms together with 331 part of a vertical graphite column which goes through 

the entire pile structure. The cooling agent moves in the downward direction 

in the duct to 336. It enters the annular space 335 through the channel 337 

from where about half flows upward and half flows downward in the annular 

gap surrounding the cylindrical uranium rod 333. The cooling agent which has 

been in thermal contact with the uranium rod 333 is collected in the duct 338 

in which it passes through the pile in the downward direction. 

Another similar arrangement in which the uranium rod is composed 

of a number of sections which are joined together in the same place in 

which the sections of the graphite column are joined together is shown in 

Figure 30. 301 and 302 are adjacent graphite bricks in the vertical graphite 

column. 305 is the annular gap surrounding the uranium rod 303. 304 is 

a thin steel tube which covers the uranium rod 303. The cooling agent enters 

from the duct 306 into the annular space surrounding the two sections of the 

uranium rod which are shown in the figure through the channels 307 and 308. 

309 and 310 are steel disks which center the uranium rods in the bore in the 

graphite column. Channels in these steel dicks, like, for instance, the 

channel 311, permits a drainage of the cooling agent in case a liquid cooling 

agent is used. Otherwise, the same applies to the construction shown in 

Figure 30 as applies to the construction in Figure 33. 



/ 

The construction shown in Figure 32 is very similar to the construe-

tion shown in Figure 30, the only difference being that instead of a solid 

uranium rod, we have here a hollow uranium rod, the inner wall of which is 

covered by a thin-walled steel tube, and the cooling agent flows both 

through the annular gap outside and the steel tube inside the uranium rod. 

Figure 31 differs from the previous figures 32 and 33 only inasmuch 
thin 

as we have here an aggregate of uranium rods inside ~steel tubes and these 

aggregates which have the contour of a cy]indrical rod form the lattice 

element in place of a single massive uranium rod shown in the previous 

figures. 



Carbide Rods--Bi Cooling.--Figure 17 shows a square shaped graphite rod 178 

which forms part of the vertical graphite column that goes through the whole 

graphite power unit. A circular bore in the center of the square graphite 

rod contains cylindrical rods of uranium carbide 179, 180, 181, 182, and 

183 etc. These pieces of uranium carbide are piled up one on top of the 

other and aggregate into a long cylindrical rod of uranium carbide going 

through the whole length of the graphite structure. Each of the sections 

179, 180, etco, has a shape simi~ to the (cross) section AA' in Figure 16c. 

The sections 179 and 180 are separated by a ring of uranium carbide 184 and 

similarly, sections 182 and 183 are separated by such a ring 185. The 

cooling agent flowing downward in duct 186 passes through the channel 187 

into the interior of the ring 184 and about half of the amount entering 

into the ring 184 passes through the slits in 180, 181 and 182 into the 

interior of the ring 185. From here the cooling agent goes through the 

channel 188 and into the duct 189. 

This arrangement represents again parallel flow. The length of 

the uranium carbide rod between 2 adjacent rings 187 and 188 will be smaller 

towards the center of the graphite structure and larger towards the periphery 

of the power unit as discussed above in conjunction with Figure 16. 

A number of square-shaped graphite bricks 178 placed side by side 

in the manner shown in Figure 16a wil form a tetrgonal lattice of uranium car

bide rods. If a grqphite brick of a slightly different shape is used and 

placed side by side in the manner illustrated in Figure 16b, we obtain a 

trigonal lattice of cylindrical uranium carbide rods. 



-~. 

Figure 16 shows a graphite column 161, containing a strtg of short 

cylinders of uranium carbide, 162, 163, 164, 166. By placing a number of such 

graphite columns side by side, standing in a vertical position, one obtains a 

cubic lattice of short uranium carbide cylinders. The square shaped graphite 

rod 161 has a circular bore in its center and cylindrical graphite rods 1~7, 

168, 169, 170, and 171 alternate with the above-mentioned short uranium 

carbide cylinders in this bore. A cooling agent, for instance liquid bismuth, 

flows through the graphite column in the duct 172 and a certain fraction of 

this flow enters through the duct 173, the graphite rod 169. About half of 

this quantity flows through the uranium carbide cylinders 164 and 166 and the 

channel 174 to the duct 175 which passes downward through the graphite column 

161. The rest flows through the uranium carbide cylinders 163 and 162 

and enters through the channel 176 into the duct 175. 

This type of flow we shall call parallel flow and in particular 

sections of the lattice which are shown in the drawing, two lattice elements 

are in series. The number of lattice elements which are in series may be different 

in different parts of the lattice. Near the center of the graphite where the neutron 

density is largest, we may have only few lattice elements in series or perhaps all 

lattice elements in parallel. Towards the periphery of the graphite structure# 

however, where the neutron density is lowest, a larger number of lattice elemts 

may be connected in series. In this manner we may, if we wish, have approxi~ 

mately the same rise in termperature in the cooling agent which passes from 

one duct 172 to the other duct 175• in spite of the fact that the neutron density, 

and accordingly the heat production, differs greatly between the center of the 

graphite structure and the periphery. 



Figure 15 shows how a vertical gr~hite column is built from several 

sections. In Figure 15# 161 is the square shaped graphite rod shown in Figure 17 

and 177 is another square shaped graphite rod which is joined to the former in 

the manner shown in the figure. A ground surface of conical shape forms the 

seal for the cooling agent which flows through the ducts 172 and 175. 

Figure 16a shows in what manner a cubic lattice is built from such square 

shaped rods# which, like 161, have equal sides. 

Figure 16b shows in what manner a close-packed lattice may be built 

up from graphite rods for which the ratio of the two sides is 3:2. These 

two figures, 16a and 16b, may be understood without further explanation if 

viewed in conjunction with Figure 16. 

Figure 16~ shows a cross-section and a side view of the uranium car-

bide plugs number in Figure 16. Section AA' in Figure 16c shows the 

slits in which the liquid cooling agent can flowthrough the uranium carbide 

plug. 



It is of advantage to surround the lattice which is embedded in 

a slowing agent with ~ layer which is composed of a scatterer that has a 

low absorption for thermal neutrons. Heavy elements which have a low 

absorption, such as lead or bismuth, can be used, and bismuth is preferable 

to lead from the point of view of low neutron absorption for equal scatting 

cross section. Graphite can be used as a scatterer and a layer of graphite 

about 50 em thick has a considerable effect in reducing the critical thick-

ness of the lattice. Layers containing one or more of such scatterj~g 

elements may be used, and the combination of graphite and a heavy element 

if used as a scattering layer acts also partially as a neutron and gamma 

ray shield. 

Such shields are necessary in order to protect personnel from 

the action of these penetrating radiations. In order to get perfect 

shielding, one 1~ has to used, outside the reflector, a shield which contains 

elements that absorb thermal neutrons. A shield built of layers of graphite 

and iron is suitable;about 2 meters of graphite and 50 em of ir~on built 

up in alternate layer form a satisfactory shield against neutrons and gamma 

rays. 



Use of Beryllium 

Uranium spheres surrounded with a layer of beryllium or cylindrical 

uranium rods surrounded with a cylindrical layer of beryllium. may be used 

as lattice elements in a lattice which is embedded in graphite of heavy 

water. Spheres of uranium metal, 5 em in diameter. surrounded by a 2! em 

layer of beryllium metal are, for instance, an example of the lattice 

element which can be used in graphite to be in the potentially chain reacting 

unit. An example for a l~ttice element in which a cylindrical rod of uranium 

is surrounded with a layer of beryllium is shown in Figure 80. 
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